Involvement of the benzodiazepine system in the anxiolytic-like effect of Yokukansan (Yi-gan san).
The traditional Japanese Kampo medicine Yokukansan (YKS, Yi-gan san in Chinese) has been demonstrated to improve the behavioral and psychological symptoms of dementia (BPSD), such as anxiety, hallucinations, agitation and irritability. The aim of this study was to elucidate the mechanism of the anxiolytic-like effects of YKS and Chotoko, which is an active component of YKS. Oral treatment with YKS (300 and 1000 mg/kg) significantly increased the number of head-dipping behaviors in mice in the hole-board test. Head-dipping behavior in mice was also significantly increased by treatment with Chotoko (50 and 100mg/kg, p.o.). In addition, oral treatment with the water-extracted fractions from YKS (YKS-W; 250 and 500 mg/kg, p.o.) and Chotoko (Chotoko-W; 10 and 30 mg/kg) significantly increased the number of head-dipping behaviors in mice. On the other hand, treatment with the methanol-extracted fraction of YKS (YKS-Met; 15 and 30 mg/kg, p.o.) did not affect head-dipping behavior. The total distance and number of rearing behaviors were not affected by treatment with any of these drugs. The increase in the number of head-dipping behaviors by treatment with YKS-W (500 mg/kg, p.o.) and Chotoko-W (30 mg/kg, p.o.) was inhibited by pretreatment with the benzodiazepine receptor antagonist flumazenil (1mg/kg, i.v.). In the elevated plus-maze test, the percentage of time spent in open arms was increased in YKS (1000 mg, p.o.) treatment. Based on these results, we suggest that YKS produces an anxiolytic-like effect mediated by the benzodiazepine system. Chotoko is an effective component of YKS for producing an anxiolytic-like effect. The effective compound(s) should be contained, at least in part, in the water-soluble fraction of YKS.